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Edition and Facsimile
Publishing the Correspondence of
Carl Linnaeus on the World Wide Web
Tomas Anfalt

C

arl Linnaeus, or Carl von Linne as he was called after
dents, he believed, "were the most learned and curious in
Europe," who let their Swedish colleague know and take part
his ennoblement in 1762, is Sweden's most famous sciin what was newly discovered by sending him letters and
entist. Linnaeus is primarily known for having created
books.
the nomenclature for plants, published for the first time in
Probably few individuals in the history of science acted
Species plantarum in 1753. Born in 1707 in southern Sweden,
with as much self-confidence
he studied at the University of
Carl Linnaeus. During his
as
Lund and later at Uppsala where
life he continuously compared
he became professor of medicine
his own importance and greatin 1741. Before his academic
ness with other scientists and
appointment, he had a remarkphilosophers. He regarded
able international career resultGalileo, Boerhaave, Newton,
ing from the introduction of his
and Leibniz as his equals and
Systema naturae, published in its
therefore felt that he ought to
first edition in
1735 in
. have a correspondence worAmsterdam. Within less than a
•thy of this stature. 2 Linnaeus
decade, most of the biologists in
was perfectly aware of the hidEurope and America accepted
.• den rules of the republic of lethis classification system for
ters. On his way to Holland in
species of plants, animals, and
April 1735, he passed through
insects.
Linnaeus's correspondence '
Hamburg, where he declared
has always been regarded as
in the newspaper Hamburgische
important for taxonomists and
Berichte that he would visit the
historians of science. "This prefamous Hermann Boerhaave
in Leiden with whom he had
cious collection of letters ought
to be made public as it contains
corresponded.3 To have been
many hundreds of letters,
accepted
as
one
of
wherein are treated eve thin Letter to Antoine Nicolas ?uchesne. Linnaeus gives thanks for see~s and Boerhaave's correspondents
ry
g sends seeds of strawbemes to be planted ill the garden of Tnanon
curious, that has happened since
(UUBMs okat Du Chesne 7l0619,l.j)
was undoubtedly very presti1735 until his death. Pity only
gious. The problem was that
that Linnaeus himself never took copies from his own letters,
Linnaeus lied. At that point in time, he had never corresponded with Boerhaave, who was understandably upset
prevented to do that because of much work."! Linnaeus himself was also convinced of its great value. His corresponwhen he heard about the article in Hamburgische Berichte.
Linnaeus's deep knowledge of botany, however, impressed
Tomas Anfalt is Librarian and Associate Keeper of
Boerhaave when they met later that year, and the famous
Manuscripts at the University Library of Uppsala University.
Leiden professor joined the increasing number of enthusiasts
Since 1995, he has been the editor of The Linnaean
who backed Linnaeus and his classification system.
Moreover, in Amsterdam, Linnaeus made friends with the
Correspondence Project. His principal research has been in the
areas of the history of science and of book markets during the
Dutch physician Johannes Burmannus, the pharmacist
eighteenth century.
Albert Seba, and the botanist and senator Johann Friedrich
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Letter to Johann Reinhold Forster who, in 1772 together with Anders Sparrman, served as naturalists during James Cook's second voyage
(UUBMs G 152 a Forster 720508,1;720508,2)

Gronovius, who came to play an important role in the
Swedish scientist's future. Through Gronovius's correspondence with British naturalists, Linnaeus was introduced to
English and later American professional and amateur
botanists. Mter the publication of Systema naturae in 1735,
Linnaeus's reputation as one of the leading international
botanists was settled, albeit not without complications. When
Albrecht von Haller, the Swiss genius, poet, anatomist, bibliographer, and botanist started to correspond with Linnaeus
in 1737, he questioned and criticized the classification system
even as he accepted it.
In 1736 Linnaeus went to England, where he visited Hans
Sloane and Philip Miller, the head of Chelsea Physick
Garden. In Oxford he met Jacob Sherard and Johann Jacob
Dillenius. While Sherard seemed to be enthusiastic about
Linnaeus's classification system, Dillenius accused Linnaeus
of bringing disorder to the field of botany. Yet the two
botanists parted as good friends and continued their discussion by correspondence. Through Dillenius, Linnaeus also
got to know Peter Collinson, a Quaker and mercer with trading contacts in the New World. Collinson, himself an ama-
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teur naturalist, boasted about this contact with Linnaeus to
his own correspondents ..! In the years to come, Linnaeus's
circle of English and American correspondents came to
include men like Joseph Banks, John Bartram, George
Edwards, John Ellis, Alexander Garden, and Thomas
Pennant.
In spite of tempting offers to stay in the Netherlands or to
go to Surinam or North America, Linnaeus decided to return
to Sweden, but not without first visiting the Royal Botanic
Garden in Paris, with which he was well acquainted through
the works of Sebastien Vaillant. There he met Bernard de
Jussieu, demonstrator at Jardin du roi in Paris, who later
became his correspondent and close friend. Linnaeus also
visited the Academie des sciences and was invited to become a
member. Judging from these contacts, the acceptance of the
Linnaean system in France took longer than one might
expect, primarily due to Georges Louis Leclerc de Buffon's
criticism of the classification scheme in the first part of his
Histoire naturelIe, and also to the reluctance of the influential
Parisian salons to accept Linnaeus's system. 5 Antoine
Laurent Duchesne, the head of the garden at Trianon, treated

Letter to Albrecht von Haller (UUBMs G 152 a Haller 450107,1)

Letter to one of Linnaeus's "apostles," Fredrik Hasselquist, who went
to Palestine and Egypt (UUBMs G 152 a Hasselq 50027,1.j)

Linnaeus respectfully, however, as did JeanJacques
Rousseau who, in his only letter to Linnaeus from 1771, said:
"Seul avec la nature et vous, je passe dans mes promenades
champetres des heures delicieuses, et je tire un profit plus
reel de votre Philo sophia Botanica que de tous les livres de
morale." (Along with nature and you, I spend delightful
hours walking in the countryside, and reap more real benefit
from your Philosophia Botanica than all the books on
morals.)
Yet in the French provinces, Linnaeus was accepted
unconditionally. More than any other place in France, the
University of Montpellier became a stronghold of Linnaean
ideas. Franc;ois Boissier de la Croix de Sauvages, professor of
medicine, had started to correspond with Linnaeus in 1737
while he and Linnaeus were in Holland. Their correspondence lasted until Sauvages's death in 1765; thereafter, his
student Antoine Gouan continued the correspondence with
Linnaeus. Soon after the death of Linnaeus in 1778, the
impact of Buffon's criticism faded, and it is worth noting that
the first Linnaean SOciety in the world was founded in Paris
in 1787. 6
Linnaeus's German correspondence started early.
Introducing himself to one of the best-known persons in the

learned world, Linnaeus wrote to Haller in April 1737, presenting his ideas on the sexual system. The correspondence
of these two scientists continued until 1749. Like Christian
Gottlieb Ludwig, Haller dared to criticize Linnaeus. At this
stage in his career, Linnaeus defended his system, a move he
seldom felt necessary later in life. His most outspoken critic
was Georg Johann Siegesbeck, German by origin, who
served as demonstrator of the botanical garden in St.
Petersburg. Linnaeus ignored the criticism but gave the name
Siegesbeckia to a very unpleasant weed.
During his three years in Holland (1735-1738), Linnaeus
established a scientific network of utmost importance to himself and the whole scientific community. After his return to
Sweden where he remained for the remaining four decades
of his life, he had to rely completely on the information system of his time, that is, the exchange of letters. Based on the
volume of correspondence he received, the attention paid to
Linnaeus was extraordinary. From the first ten years of his
correspondence, the formative period of his professional life
(1728-1738), about 300 letters survive. After his return to
Sweden and during the 1740s, about 760 letters were
exchanged; between 1750 and 1760, the pieces of correspondence numbered 1500; in the 1760s, their number increased
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Letter to Bernard deJussieu (UUBMs G 152491216,1)

to 1600; and for the last eight years of his life, more than
1000 letters are extant. Linnaeus took great care of all letters
since he regarded them as an information bank. For him, the
correspondence was as important a research instrument as
books. He stated that he was able to know about everything
worth knowing in the field of science through this correspondence. 7 By the beginning of the 1770s, he had received
over three thousand letters from Europe, America, Asia, and
Africa, sent by colleagues, admirers, students, local vicars,
counts, and dukes.
It would be impossible to summarize the contents of
Linnaeus's correspondence even in broad outline here, but
its character is worth noting. It is a learned correspondence.
Although he had ambitions to mingle with members of the
Swedish court circles, Linnaeus never shared the values of
the French-oriented Swedish nobility. There is almost nothing about the literature of the French philosophers in his letters, although Rousseau was one of his admirers. The letters
he wrote as well as those written to him are dominated by
observations in the true sense of the word. Different species
of plants, animals, and fishes, often accompanied by pictures
or seeds or skins of fishes, are carefully described. The reader
will also fmd reports from remote countries on diseases, ethnic medicine, and folklore. Linnaeus's disciples, Pehr Kalm,
Pehr Lofting, .Fredrik Hasselquist, Peter Forskal, Anders
Sparrman, and Carl Peter Thunberg served as Linnaeus's
eyes. They were observers of natural phenomena allover the
world, covering the Middle East, Africa, Europe, North and
South America, Asia, Australia, and the Pacific. Yet a substantial part of the correspondence deals with Swedish matters. Linnaeus, who was one of the founders of the Swedish
Royal Academy of Sciences, corresponded with several amateur scientists through the Academy, many of them vicars in
the Swedish provinces who made observations, which they
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then forwarded to the great Linnaeus in Uppsala.
After Linnaeus's death in 1778, the correspondence, manuscripts, books, and herbaria remained in his family's possession. His son, Carl Linnaeus the Younger, succeeded his
.• father as professor of botany at the University of Uppsala
... and added his own correspondence, books, and naturalia.
. Linnaeus the Younger died in 1783, leaving everything to his
. mother, Sara Moraea. Since the widow needed money for
the dowries of her four daughters, she decided to sell the collections of her late husband and son. Unable to find a
Swedish buyer who could pay the asking price of 1000
guineas, Mrs. Linnaeus sold the collections in 1784 to a
young English student of medicine and natural history,
James Edward Smith. After Smith's death in 1829, the collections were transferred to The Linnean SOciety of London,
which had been founded by Smith and other naturalists in
London in 1788. The Linnaean correspondence, together
with the rest of Linnaeus's manuscripts, the herbarium, and
the greater part of his library, still remain in its custody.
Very little of Linnaeus's correspondence was published
during his lifetime. Linnaeus edited and published the letters
he received from his "apostles," Fredrik Hasselquist and Pehr
Lofting, in Iter Palestinum (1757) and Iter Hispanicum (1758). In
Epistolarum ab Eruditis Viris ad Alh. Hallerum scriptarum, parts
of his correspondence with Albrecht von Haller were
printed. 8James Edward Smith published a two-volume selection of the letters in 1821, A Selection of the Correspondence of

Linnaeus and Other Naturalists from the Original Manuscripts. 9
From the 1820s and onwards, parts of Linnaeus's correspondence were edited for publication, including the following:
the exchange with the American naturalist Alexander
Garden (1829); the letters Linnaeus sent to and received
from the Dutch naturalists Johannes and Nicolaus Laurentius
Burmannus (1830); the correspondence with the Austrian
botanist Nicolaus Jacquin (1841); Bernard and Antoine de
Jussieu's correspondence (1851); the lengthy correspondence
with Fran<;:ois Boissier de la Croix de Sauvages in
Montpellier (1860); and the correspondence with Johann
Georg Gmelin in St. Petersburg (1861).
Towards the end of the nineteenth century, interest in
Linnaeus increased. Almost every Swedish town named a
park and a street after the world-famous Swedish scientist. In
1885 the Swedish botanist Ewald A.hrling published the first
printed catalogue of the Linnaean correspondence-after he
had already taken the initiative to publish a selection of
Linnaeus's letters to Swedes in ·1878 to 1879. In the preface
A.hrling claimed, "that even in Sweden it had been commonly recognized that the correspondence of great men
demands special attention."l0 Yet it was not until the first
decade of the twentieth century that the idea of publishing

the complete correspondence emerged. In 1907, two hundred years after the birth of Linnaeus, the Swedish
Parliament announced that the Linnaean correspondence
would be published for the first time in its entirety. Within a
period of thirty-six years, about a fourth of the letters
appeared in Brev och skrivelser till och fran Carl von Linne.1 1
Publication ceased for various reasons, primarily a lack of
funds, after 1943.
Half a century later, a new initiative aimed at continuing
the publication of the Linnaean correspondence commenced. In 1994 the Swedish National Bank, through its
research foundation, pledged to support the project financially. A collaboration between the Swedish Linnaeus
Society, The Royal Swedish Academy of Sciences, Uppsala
University and its library, The Linnean Society of London,
and Centre d'etude du dix-huitieme siecle de FerneyVoltaire will hopefully lead to the full realization of
Linnaeus's wish "to make public" all of his letters.
At this time, the goal is to produce an electronic publication of the correspondence on the Internet for an international audience. Plans are to publish the 5500 letters as
facsimiles before 2007, in time for the 300th anniversary of
Linnaeus's birth. Originally, the intention was to produce a
complete critical edition in commemoration of this event. 12
Since transcriptions of most of the letters were already made
early in the twentieth century, this goal seemed reasonable.
It has proven, however, to be exceedingly ambitious, primarily because more than forty percent of the letters are in
Latin, a language largely unfamiliar to the intended readers.
Although the earlier brief edition remains valid and reliable,
it is not, according to current linguistic expertise, in line with
accepted standards for editing Latin texts. For example,
abbreviations were not explained and missing punctuation
was not added. Early in the twentieth century, the editors of
Brev och skrivelser decided to simply transcribe the letters.
Such differences over time in the understanding of an
editor's tasks raise the question of how the conditions of a
certain historical era influence the presentation and publication of editions. In the eighteenth century, the editor generally had a liberal view of the concept of text. Corrections,
spelling, and capitalization were in many cases left to the
printer. Sentences were also sometimes omitted from the
printed version for various reasons. Linnaeus himself followed this method in his capacity as editor of the letters from
his "apostles." In Iter Hispanicum, Linnaeus published the letters from his favorite student Pehr LoDing, omitting sentences that could be understood as criticism of Spain and the
Spaniards, for instance, because he wanted his emissaries to
be viewed as scientific and neutral to controversial matters
like religion and politics.

Letter to Bernard de Jussieu (UUBMs G 152 491216,2)

Another example of changing fashions in the role of editor isJames Edward Smith's A Selection of the Correspondence of

Linnaeus and Other Naturalists from the Original Manuscripts,
which claimed to present a true version of the text except
that all correspondence was translated into English, leaVing
only the well-known letter from JeanJacques Rousseau in
French. 13 Yet the fact that Smith had many letters translated
from Latin has made his work useful for those interested in
Linnaeus's life and work but who lack the necessary proficiency in Latin to read the letters in the original.
The situation was similar for Ewald Ahrling who published the first part of what was intended to be an edition of
Linnaeus's works in Swedish in 1879. Carl von Linnes svenska
arbeten. Bref till svenskar contains the letters Linnaeus wrote to
Swedes. In the edition's preface, Ahrling discusses the selection of letters, admitting that even if some of the letters
appear less important than others, they could add to
Linnaeus's biography. He seems to expect the readers of the
edition of letters to be interested in science, i.e. mostly biological information. In some cases, Ahrling also corrected
spelling and punctuation, but he did not do so in a systematic fashion. U
Thore Magnus Fries, who wrote the first scholarly biography of Linnaeus, Linne. Lefnadsteckning, stood behind Brev
och skrivelser.l5 Fries and his assistants had an uncomplicated
attitude toward text editing. They transcribed text word by
word. The editors added commentaries of an historical and
biological nature, but they assumed that the readers had
studied Latin and were able to find their way in the text without editorial assistance or the need for a translation. As all
commentaries in Brev och skrivelser are in Swedish, the edition
as a whole has had a very limited audience, mostly confined
to scholars in the Scandinavian countries.
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Letter to the British naturalist Thomas Pennant
(UUBMs G 152 a Pennant 551223,1)

A modern scholarly text edition needs to satisfy many different demands. The presentation of the text requires a
scholarly apparatus, whereby mistakes of the correspondents
are marked systematically and where special attention is
given to capitalization, abbreviations, and other idiosyncrasies and conventions typical of particular authors and of
the eighteenth century. The main purpose, of course, is to
provide a better understanding of the text. Consequently,
scholarly Latinists or specialists in the Nordic or other languages are not prepared to ignore problems of a linguistic
nature without comment.
It is, however, the initiative of historians and biologists
that is behind the Linnaean Correspondence Project, which
had also been true for the Brev och skrivelser. It is upon the urging of such scholars that the project is putting much time and
effort into providing short summaries or abstracts of the letters in order to allow their pertinent content to reach a wide
audience. Letters that contain information about scientific
problems seem few. More common are letters with botanical
information of such complexity that even a taxonomist
would have difficulty in making the correct description and
classification. In those cases, easy access to the original text
is crucial and extremely valuable, but annotation is very dif-
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ficult and time-consuming even for trained botanists in close
collaboration with language specialists. For example,
Linnaeus often used indentation to indicate the hierarchy of
concepts, an organizing manner that is difficult to interpret
directly and must take into consideration a number of factors
before his intent can be ascertained, often an impossibility.
This kind of problem has proven to be exceedingly complicated and not only in terms of how to reproduce such categorization in the established text.
Given these problems, producing a complete scholarly
edition of the Linnaean correspondence would be very timeconsuming. Furthermore, it has already become clear that
even the most exacting approach will not satisfy the needs of
all scientists. Since the Riksbankens jubileumsfond (the
Research Fund of the Swedish National Bank) cannot guarantee support of the project after 2007, the project steering
committee and the editors have had to consider other ways
of presenting the letters. In order "to make public" the correspondence, as Linnaeus himself phrased and wished it, the
decision has been made to present the original document
instead of an established or edited text because the original
autograph of the letter will always remain the ultimate source
for researchers, irrespective of their special interest in history, biology, or Latin.
Therefore, a facsimile of the original text in combination
with a short summary in English, along with links to biographical and bibliographical databases, will be available to the
reader. Short historical introductions to a number of the letters between Linnaeus and his correspondents will also be
added to summarize their respective character. In a complementary fashion, letters included in previous editions are
included as are those texts already edited by the Linnean
Correspondence Project. In other words, the project has
changed its aim. It will not produce the "ultimate edition" of
Linnaean letters; instead, the intention is to initiate interactivity and scientific development by making use of the
Internet and World Wide Web. Any kind of future edition of
Linnaeus's correspondence, whether from a general perspective or with a more specialized linguistic, historical, or biological point of view, will have a solid foundation on which
to build.
The editorial staff of the Linnaean Correspondence project identified early on the need to deal with the difficulties of
providing bibliographical information correctly and in a uniform manner. The Linnaean letters are full of bibliographical
references that are difficult to handle even for highly trained
librarians. Linnaeus himself anticipated this problem and
had a bibliography, Bibliographia botanica (1736), published as
one of his first works. 16 Yet, already in the eighteenth century, pirated, unauthorized, and unreliable editions were

published that have created confusion regarding Unnaeus's
own bibliography.17 The situation is complicated further by
the fact that relatively little of Linnaeus's output is covered
by the major library databases. IS This situation has caused
problems for Linnaean research in general and especially for
the correspondence project. An international group of librarians and scholars has met regularly since 1999 to discuss and
develop a web-based resource that will include an international union catalogue of Linnaean materials, information on
Linnaean collections, a bibliography of Linnaean works, and
biographical information on Linnaeus and his circle.
This resource, which has been given the preliminary
name Linnaeus Link, will facilitate scientific, historical, cultural, and bibliographical scholarship by providing modern
research tools for the study of Linnaeus's scientific and other
works, including their bibliographical complexity and the
extensive and complex web of his influence on his contemporaries. As a first step, an inquiry has been sent to libraries,
archives, and research institutions in Europe, America,
Africa, Asia, and Australia to get bibliographical information
about Linnaeus's works and their distribution. During his
lifetime, Linnaeus published a substantial number of works.
More than 3700 items are recorded in the catalogue of his
writings, A Catalogue of the Works of Linnaeus Preserved in the
Libraries of the British Museum (Bloomsbury) and the British
Museum (Natural History), published by Basil Harrington
Soulsby. The Soulsby catalogue is now partially available on
the Linnaeus Link web site, hosted by the Natural History
Museum in London. The Linnaean Correspondence is published on http://c18.netlpr/lc/index.htm and the Linnaeus
Link project on http://www.nhm.ac.ukllibrary/linn/.

Conclusion
The eighteenth century saw a number of outstanding
Swedish scientists. Beside Linnaeus, there were Anders
Celsius, Carl Wilhelm Scheele, Torbern Bergman, and Jons
Jacob Berzelius, all scientists of international reputation
within their fields and with international connections.
Linnaeus was the first of them to understand the importance
of publicizing his own contribution to science to an international audience. His correspondence became an indispensable tool towards this goal. Through him and around him, a
learned conversation by mail emerged among scholars, amateurs, and enthusiasts, not unlike what we in our own time
would call a "network. "The existence of this correspondence
has been an essential source of knowledge since Unnaeus's
time. Through the correspondence and the diaries written by
his "apostles" and published by Linnaeus himself, an even
wider circle of people could read about Palestine, Arabia,
South America, South Africa, Ceylon, India, China, and

Japan. The existence of previously unknown plants and animals became common knowledge. After his death, the correspondence, his library, and his herbaria were sold to an
Englishman and ultimately transferred to The Linnean Society
ofLondon, one of the earliest societies for the study of biology.
Thus, naturalists and historians have used Linnaeus's scientific material and his correspondence since the eighteenth
century.
The publishing history of Linnaeus's correspondence
goes back to his own lifetime. A complete edition has however never been accomplished. A serious attempt to publish
all the letters was made during the first half of the twentieth
century in Brcv och Skrivelser till och fran Carl von Linne. It is
obvious that the over 2000 letters written in Latin have
always been a difficult issue for the editors, even if scholars
in general and earlier generations of learned readers were
more familiar with the Latin language than we are today. In
a comparably short time, the editors of Brcv och skrivelser published Swedish correspondents from A-L, Adler to Laxman.
The international correspondence, mainly in Latin, had not
yet been published when the project was stopped due to a
lack of funds.
The latest phase in the publishing history began in 1995.
At first, the aim was to continue and update what had been
done before. With only a small editorial staff of three persons, it soon became clear that new initiatives had to be
taken. By using digitized images of the archival material and
previously published editions, and by adding short summaries, brief biographies, and bibliographies, the current
editors have assisted others who may want to understand and
exploit the contents of the Linnaean correpondence or even
to edit its text. It is the goal of the project to come close to a
complete presentation of the Linnaean correspondence in
time for the three-hundred-year anniversary of his birth in
2007.
A complete printed edition in the traditional format
might well appear some day. Other kinds of editions might
also come, editions where the edited text and images of the
original manuscripts are connected to editions of Unnaeus's
printed works, to his herbaria, or to other relevant information. Such a project will best be achieved in the form of a web
production. Our project, The Linnaean Correspondence
Project, will prepare the way.
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ADE Session at MLA
The Modern Language Association will meet in New
York, 27-30 December 2002. This year's ADE panel at
the MLA meeting will be held from 3:30 to 4:45 on
Saturday, 28 December, in the Concourse B room of
the Hilton. The topic is "Standards in the Documentary
Editing Community"; the chair is Ezra Greenspan
(University of South Carolina). The panelists and their
topics are Cathy Moran Hajo (New York University),
"Standards for Primary Documents on the Web"; David
R. Chesnutt (University of South Carolina),
"Implementing Standards for Primary Documents";
and Elizabeth H. Dow, "Integrating the Standards for
Primary Documents." You must be an MLA member to
attend the convention.
The 2003 MLA convention will be held 27-30
December in San Diego. Any ADE member who wishes
to propose a panel should write Joel Myerson
(Department of English, University of South Carolina,
Columbia, SC 29208; myersonj@gwm.sc.edu) before
15 January 2003 with a proposal.

Special Opportunity for ADE Members
Johns Hopkins University Press and AltaMira Press are offering a 20% discount on books of interest to our members.
Those wishing to purchase Mary:Jo Kline's Guide to
Documentary Editing from Johns Hopkins Press at a cost of
$22.36 plus shipping charges at $5 should call 800-537-5487
(or web site jhupbooks.com) and use the code PMA when
placing their orders.
Those wishing to purchase either Michael Stevens's Editing
Historical Documents for $19.96 or Beth Luey's Editing
Documents and Texts for $15.96 from AltaMira Press should call
800-462-6420 (or web site altamirapress.com) and use the
code BF1ADED when placing their orders. U.S. shipping
charges are $4 for the first book and $1 for each book thereafter.

